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1. Introduction
This publication is intended as study material for wafer or die level reliability testing
and electronics failure analysis. The contents are a part of dissemination activities of
CHARM project, in which Lapland University of Applied Sciences is a project partner.
Challenging environments tolerant Smart systems for IoT and AI (CHARM) is
an ECSEL JU project, where 37 partners from 10 countries develop IoT solutions to
withstand harsh industrial environments. The project partners develop new condition
monitoring technologies, new sensors, novel package solutions and new connectivity
to surroundings, where currently available technologies are not able to perform.
The results of the project aim beyond state-of-the-art for European value chain of
electronics and IoT.
The six Use Cases in CHARM project represent different industry sectors, where
harsh conditions limit the use of already existing technology (Figure 1). During the
project, technologies to endure severe chemical, thermal and mechanical stresses are
developed and validated in their industry end-use demonstrators.

Figure 1. CHARM project key challenges.
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1.1 ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviations used in this document are presented in table 1.
Table 1. Abbreviations.
ATE

Automatic Testing Equipment

BIB

Broad Ion-Beam

BTI

Bias Temperature Instability

CVS

Constant Voltage Stress

DUT

Device Under Test

EM

Electromigration

EMMI

Light Emission Microscopy

EUT

Equipment Under Test

FA

Failure Analysis

FIB

Focused Ion-Beam

HCI

Hot Carrier Injection

HTOL

High-Temperature Operating Life

IC

Integrated Circuit

ILD

Inter/Intralevel Dielectric

MOSFET

Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor

MTF/MTTF

Mean/Median Time to Failure

OBIRCH

Optical Beam Induced Resistance Change

SEM

Scanning Electron Microscopy

SM

Stress Migration

SWEAT

Standard Wafer-Level Electromigration Accelerated Test

SIV

Stress Induced Voiding

TDDB

Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown

TEM

Transmission Electron Microscopy

THB

Temperature Humidity Bias

VRBD

Voltage Ramp Dielectric Breakdown

WLR

Wafer Level Reliability
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2. General requirements for
a good test practice
Miniaturisation of equipment leads to affinity to new kinds of fault possibilities,
which also emphasises the importance of testing already in design phase and circuit
level. The goal for circuit level testing is to maximise the yield of good dies by providing
loopback information to designers, and to minimise the percentage of faulty chips
being discarded and effectively raising the cost of a good die.
Testing provides means to determine the tolerance of equipment in their end use
conditions. Therefore, the selected test method must answer the requirements and
specifications set for each end use environment. It is recommended to test until failure
if it is possible timewise. Analysing the test data not only gives valuable information
of what happened, but especially why it happened. After solving the cause of the failure,
improvements can be made to answer the specific failure mechanism. During operational tests, the test parameters should meet the operating conditions, unless the test
method specifically instructs otherwise.
Defining the pass/fail criteria for the testing is crucial for test completion and
conclusions. The criteria are set according to specification of the DUT, end use environment and conditions, and the test method itself. For example, the criteria can be
set as “until a failure occurs in all objects under test”, or a certain parametrical change
in DUT. If the failure is caused by other causes than the stress conditions of the test,
the result should be omitted and not let to affect the end discussion of results.
Representativity of the test subject can be ensured by a sufficient number of pieces
under test, and by iterative testing. During testing it is desirable to follow the rule of
thumb “Remember to document everything” to provide adequate information for a
reliable analysis, and to suggest improvements based on the results. Taking pictures
is a very welcome way in documenting.

2.1 RELIABILITY AND VALIDITY OF TESTING
The test method should be chosen according to its ability to give reliable results of the
phenomenon of interest. Several norms, standards and test methods exist, and the
conductor of the test must be able to vindicate the chosen method to be able to give
accurate results. Nevertheless, it is highlighted to follow general known test norms
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and standards to ensure the reliability and validity of the test results, and especially
to vouch for the comparability of test results between end uses.
The test methods and equipment used in testing must be able to prove their validity.
It is important, that the test documentation is thoroughly performed, and all original
test data is stored. The consistency of the results must be ensured, so that comparable
results can be reached between different analysts, different test equipment, and at
different times of conducting the test. Each sample, test sequence or simulation should
be properly identified to ensure traceability. When possible, certified reference materials
are very welcome to be included in tests.
The original test data must be preserved as it is. When studying the test data,
the original data files are not to be edited. Copies of mother data files are to be utilised
in analysis.

2.2 REPORTING OF TEST RESULTS
The test report gives an answer to what was tested, why it was tested, and how it was
tested. The test should be repeatable with the information of the test report. The test
report is assessment of how well the testing was performed. The results and findings
are discussed, and suggestions based on test results are made.
For test reporting, it is very welcome to include graphics to illustrate conditions,
findings, disturbances, results or other matters that add value to interpreting the test
results. Photos, charts or other means to visualise can be used, when seen beneficial
to reporting. Also, list bulleting and other formatting can be used in suitable sections
to avoid creating an essay rather than a test report.

10
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3. Testing methods on
circuit level
The die to be tested should be mounted to a package or daughter card prior to testing.
A daughter card is a cost-effective method for introducing the device to testing architecture, making it compatible with power supplies and systems to set and monitor
parameters, as well as gather measurement data.
When designing novel technologies, it is highly valuable to conduct testing until
a failure occurs. The analysis of faults and failure mechanisms gives prominent information for further development of the product. Particularly the changes observed in
measurement data right before the occurrence of fault give specific information of the
actual fault mechanism occurring. Finding potential defects as early as possible in
design and infant mortality phase prevents them to occur in manufacturing, thus
saving resources in development.
Environmental and mechanical tests are generally conducted later in the development process, from component level to system level. In circuit level (or wafer level or
die level), simulating and modelling constitute a significant role. With simulations,
defects can be predicted already in design phase, allowing to eliminate unfit options
before the manufacturing the first prototype. Simulations can be complemented with
wafer level reliability test methods, including test for device reliability, gate oxide
integrity and metal interconnects.
Testing instructions provided in this document are based on JEDEC standards.
Any other existing test methods and standards may be applied, as longer as they can
be vindicated to be able to give reliable and valid results.

3.1 TESTING IN SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT
Simulating and modelling is a standard way in developing microelectronics. Simulations allow testing to be performed already in design phase, helping to find potential
failure sources and reliability issues before manufacturing the first prototype. Virtual
experiments reduce the need for empirical testing for developed technology, thus
speeding up the design process and reducing expenses of design. The design can be
optimised efficiently to meet the required quality of the end product by adjusting the
design based on simulation results. By simulations, it is possible to introduce specific
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problem scenarios to the design, which could be difficult to execute in empirical tests,
e.g. distinct fault scenarios in device logic.
A successful simulation requires good understanding of the technology, failure
modes, materials, and end-use environment of the product. As in every analysis,
the result is as good as its data. Inaccuracies in models, parameters and materials to
be simulated result to unreliable results, which can potentially cause even danger in
end use environment. In the end, simulations are models of a real-life situation,
and through mathematical and numerical methods, the results of virtual experiments
are essentially approximations of the possible outcome. Nevertheless, thoroughly
performed simulations are an efficient way to optimise the time and costs spent on
product design and development.
In their actual end use environment, devices face multiple failure mechanisms
simultaneously, any of which can cause the failure. Each failure mechanism can be
added individually to simulation and follow the effect of each failure mode over time.
Several models are available for various fault modes, and not all models are suitable
for every simulation. Choosing right models requires good understanding to be able
to perform a simulation, that could give reliable results. Furthermore, utilising the
Monte Carlo method to produce distributions of possible outcomes with repeated
random sampling, complements testing conducted in design phase.
As simulations are unable to consider random errors and post burn-in failures,
their results are to be verified with empirical testing. Simulating, however, produces
valuable parametric information as input to conducting empirical testing by providing
preliminary input information for test procedures. The simulated results, as approximations of reality, are to be regarded with some degree of uncertainty, until they are
verified or confuted by empirical testing. Eventually, in both simulated and empirical
testing, the responsibility to ensure the correctness and validity of results falls on the
person conducting the testing.

3.2 WAFER LEVEL RELIABILITY
Wafer level testing complements simulations and modelling. Testing with actual
samples provides information for separating extrinsic and intrinsic faults, which of
simulation is not able to give an overall view. As simulations base on simplified mathematical models, their ability to test for random sources for failure are limited. Therefore, the results of simulations and modelling are necessary to re-examine by experimental testing with actual samples. A fault analysis of tested equipment is recommended, to verify the nature of the results and to confirm both occurrence of tested
fault type, and other possible faults not necessarily perceived during test.
3.2.1 Pre-test actions

Before testing it is essential to verify for the DUT being fully operational and its
parameters being in limits of its specifications. These characteristics of circuit
give information for composing parameters for functional testing. Sample size for
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characterising parameters is preferred to be large enough to have statistical significance. Whenever packaging may affect parameters, they are to be characterised in
packaged configuration. Accelerated testing in controlled temperatures and humidities
requires a proper preconditioning of testing equipment and devices under test. Elevating
the temperature or adjusting the humidity to meet the parameters set for testing must
be performed carefully to avoid causing damage which could affect and even distort
results of testing.
For accelerated aging tests it may be required to precondition the samples before the
test sequence. Preconditioning simulates a typical assembly workflow being performed
on the parts. The procedure in JESD22-A113A “Preconditioning of Nonhermetic
Surface Mount Devices Prior to Reliability Testing” introduces a sequence simulating
the transportation, storage, and assembly to DUT.
3.2.2 Temperature Humidity Bias (THB) & High Temperature Operating Life (HTOL)

Temperature and humidity biasing (THB) is generally conducted for packaged products
to examine the penetration of moisture through packaging. On wafer level the absorption of moisture in materials may be of specific interest, when new materials are
introduced. This can be examined via several test methods, e.g. soaking or exposing
to increased humidity. For THB testing, “JESD22-A101D Steady State TemperatureHumidity Bias Life Test” may provide insight along other temperature-humidity
standards.
Traditionally HTOL testing has been conducted in electronics to trigger faults.
However, during HTOL testing several fault mechanisms occur simultaneously in
DUT, making it difficult to identify the underlying fault mechanism. The mechanisms
of oxidation, intermetallic growth, diffusion and chemical degradation are all present
at the same test setup. Therefore, HTOL is not suitable for identifying the exact issue
to be improved, as it provides rather vague information for redesigning, and with
miniaturisation of electronics, several new kinds of fault mechanisms have emerged
for the designing engineers to consider. Nevertheless, when estimating the potential
lifetimes of the sample population, HTOL can be a useful tool as the source of the fault
is not of special interest.
During HTOL the device is stressed at elevated temperature. The parameters for the
test should be set according to end use conditions, to reach the device’s expected stress
during its lifetime. Biasing stress may be set to static or pulsed stress, or dynamic
operating stress. For interim measurements during the testing, bias conditions can be
exited, but otherwise DUT is biased continuously thorough the test. Guidance for
HTOL can be found in JEDEC standard “JESD22-A108F Temperature, Bias, and
Operating Life”, though any other existing test methods and standards may be
applied, as longer as they can be vindicated to be able to give reliable and valid results..
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3.2.3 Latch-up

Latch-up is a fault mechanism in CMOS, BiCMOS and bipolar technologies, where an
overstress triggers a parasitic PNPN thyristor to open a low impedance path for
current to flow freely from power to ground rail. Once this shorted condition is
triggered, latch-up becomes self-sustaining, and the circuit cannot be controlled.
The condition can be exited by ceasing power supply to the circuit. If the condition
persists, it can damage the circuit.
The possibility for latch-up to occur can be easily detected in the design phase,
although due to the intrinsic PNPN structure of CMOS, all sources for latch-up need
to be identified. As dimensions in ICs scale down, and transistor spacing narrows,
the decreased effective distance within circuitry increases the possibility for latch-up
to occur. Therefore, simulations during design phase are to be complemented with
stress testing to detect unknown latch-up conditions.
Elevated temperatures reduce the resistance for latch-up. For end use conditions
where high temperatures occur, testing for latch-up in elevated temperatures is
recommended over testing in ambient temperature. Ionising radiation is also a factor
decreasing latch-up resistance, which should be considered for latch-up testing in
nuclear power applications, for example.
Testing guidance presented in this document is based on JEDEC standard
“JESD78E IC Latch-Up Test.” It is applicable to NMOS, CMOS, bipolar, and all variations and combinations of these technologies. The standard contains instructions for
positive I-test, negative I-test, and overvoltage test. Project partners are free to conduct testing with a method of their choice, as long as the reliability of the testing can
be vindicated.
In I-test positive and negative current pulses are supplied to DUT, and in overvoltage
test voltage triggers are applied. A general practice is to conduct the testing at elevated
temperature in 125 °C. For devices meeting end use ambient conditions of higher
temperatures, the testing is conducted in maximum ambient operating temperature.
Each input bias condition and subsequent output condition will be tested consecutively. “No connect” pins and timing-related pins need not to be latch-up tested.
If latch-up failure occurs after a trigger, the failed device is removed and replaced
with a fresh one before continuing to next pin. Supplies at the same potential may be
grouped together if it does not result in increased uncertainty of overall testing.
A minimum of three samples will be under test for each trigger. If the failure is not
related to latch-up, sample will be replaced and the test repeated. The general sequence
of latch-up test is presented in Figure 1.
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Before testing, DUT is preconditioned to its valid operating state and allowed to stabilise to testing temperature. The
testing begins with initial ATE
testing of DUT, to ensure the
Fail
device meets the specifications
set for it. Initial () current will
Fail
Pass
be measured and recorded for
each pin before applying the
stress. After each trigger, the
for each pin is measured and
Fail
Pass
checked against failure criteria.
If latch-up has occurred, the
test is stopped, failed part is replaced with a fresh part, after
Figure 2. Schematic of latch-up test.
which the testing will continue
with other pins. The I-test cycle
begins with forcing positive current triggers for all possible operating states of the
device. All input, output and configurable I/O pins shall be tested. For complex ICs,
the testing can be conducted in worst case operating states. The positive current triggering is followed by negative current triggering, also testing for all pins. The I-test is
followed by overvoltage test, where each pin will be tested with voltage triggering.
At minimum, a cool-down time between triggers is the same as the duration of the
trigger pulse, preferably longer. Failure criteria for latch-up can be set as
1. per nominal current
a) if absolute lnom < 25 mA, failure criterium is absolute lnom +10 mA,
b) if absolute lnom < 25 mA, failure criterium is absolute lnom . 1.4,
2. does not pass post-stress ATE.
A past-stress ATE is used to indicate short-duration latch-up.
3.2.4 Dielectric reliability

Hot carrier injection (HCI) and Bias Temperature Instability (BTI) are transistor
aging processes and manifest as degradation of dielectric mainly in MOSFETs. Mainly
they can be detected as increase of threshold voltage and circuit delay, and eventually
lead to reduction of lifetime. BTI can occur as Negative Bias Temperature Instability
(NBTI) affecting mainly pFETs, and Positive Bias Temperature Instability (PBTI)
affecting nFETs, especially high-k dielectric materials. HCI can occur in both pFET
and nFET, and it does not show recovery effects, while BTI degradation may partially
restore over time.
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3.2.4.1 Hot carrier injection (HCI)
Hot Carrier Injection occurs, when a high electric accelerates electrons or holes and
they become “hot carriers” with a high kinetic energy. With this energy they gain
momentum to overcome the potential barrier, they get injected and trapped to areas
where they should not be present, e.g. the gate dielectric. HCI can be observed as
threshold voltage shifts, increased leakage current and transconductance degradation. Effects include heat generation when the trapped energy is released as phonons.
The effects of HCI build up cumulatively, and over time lead to degrading and failure
of the device.
Testing guidance presented in this document is based on two JEDEC standards,
“JESD28-A Procedure for Measuring N-Channel MOSFET Hot-Carrier-Induced
Degradation Under DC Stress”, and “JESD60A A Procedure for Measuring P-Channel MOSFET Hot-Carrier-Induced Degradation Under DC Stress”. JESD28-A covers
testing method for a n-channel MOSFET fabricated on a p-type bulk substrate/well,
and JESD60 for a p-channel MOSFET fabricated on a n-type bulk substrate/well. The
standards describe an accelerated methodology using dc bias to measure HCI degradation. Testing can be conducted according to any method, as long as the reliability
of the testing can be vindicated.
The test procedure is described in Figure 2, and it consists of an initial test, a stress
test cycle, and an interim test.
The test bias conditions for the
select test device
stress test cycle are determined
with same devices to be tested, and
No
initial characterisation
which will not be used for stress test
cycles. The sample size for stress cycle tests should reach statistical sigvalid?
nificance to provide enough data of
Yes
interpolation. It can be beneficial to
record data
continue the stress after reaching
failure criteria to gather comprestress cycle
hensive data. If failure criteria are
not exceeded during test cycle, the
interpolation will be based on two
interim characterisation
last time decades of valid data. Testincrement stress timer
ing until failure is nevertheless
record data
preferable.
Testing should be conducted at
No
termination?
temperature based upon worst hot
carrier effect, considering the end
Yes
use conditions of the technology.
stop test
The temperature is to be maintained
within ± 2 °C of set point for the
Figure 3. HCI test procedure according to
duration of the test, and measureJESD28 and JESD60.
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ments will be done at testing temperature. The effect of self-heating may affect the
results between wafer and packaged parts.
The test cycle begins with initial characterisation of an unstressed device to ensure
the device meets its specifications. The initial data is recorded to be compared to after
each stress cycle. The stress intervals should follow at least ½ decade time steps. As
partial parameter recovery may occur after bias is removed at the end of the stress
cycle, the interim measurements should be done as soon as possible, as well as the
initiation of the next stress cycle.
3.2.4.2 Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI)
Negative bias temperature instability (NBTI) can be observed in both p-channel and
n-channel MOSFETs, but the highest impact can be seen in p-MOSFETs, when
stressed with negative gate voltage at elevated temperatures. NBTI appears as change
of parameters, such as increase of threshold voltage, decreased drain current and decreased transconductance. Effects of NBTI manifest as drifting towards unwanted
behaviour as threshold voltage increases, and timing faults. The effects are cumulative, and their severity increases over time. Manifestation of effects accelerates at
higher voltages and temperatures. As the degradation progresses as a drift in device’s
behaviour, timing faults can be reset in the system, but eventually the device will fail.
NBTI damage shows strong recovery right after the stress is released, as a part of
the degradation relaxes. Therefore, in measurements it is important to report the time
delay between the release of stress and measuring the tested parameters. The recovery
may occur at the first milliseconds of stress release, which highlights the need for
adequate resolution for determining the time delay. The time between turning off the
bias after stress and measurement of parameters is to be recorded. The recovery must
be considered when estimating time-to-target for NBTI degradation.
Testing guidance presented in this document is based on JEDEC standard “JESD90
A Procedure for Measuring P-Channel MOSFET Negative Bias Temperature Instabilities.” The standard describes an accelerated methodology to measuring device
parameter changes at dc bias conditions. Also “JESD241 Procedure for Wafer-Level
DC Characterization of Bias Temperature Instabilities” can be utilised in testing. This
standard describes testing methodology for both NBTI and PBTI with observing
threshold voltage shift. In this document, JESD241 is introduced in chapter 3.2.4.3
Positive Bias Temperature Instability. Testing can be conducted according to any
method, as long as the reliability of the testing can be vindicated.
The NBTI test is conducted at elevated temperature. Temperature range should
cover at least the maximum end use operating temperature, though it can be beneficial for data analysis to conduct the test in different temperatures. The temperature is
held within ± 2 °C during the test and stress, and the device is biased with constant
current. The stress bias conditions will be determined with actual samples, which will
not be used in the NBTI stress cycle. The samples being unstressed is essential, as
previously biased devices may show significant shift in time-to-target compared to
unstressed devices.
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The sample size should be adequate for statistical significance to minimise uncertainty when
interpolating or extrapolating results of the test.
As described in Figure 3, the NBTI test procedure consists of initial characterisation, stress
cycle, and interim characterisation. In initial
characterisation the parameters of DUT will be
verified to match specifications, and initial parameter measurements will be recorded before
stress. During the stress, voltages are applied to
DUT for the time interval. The recommended
intervals are at least ½ decade time steps. After
the stress, the parameters will be measured and
compared to the initial parameters and the set
failure criteria. For ensuring the development of
degradation, it can be beneficial to continue to
the next stress cycle to verify NBTI. In this way,
more comprehensive data for extrapolation can
be acquired.

select
test device

NO

initial
characterisation

valid?
YES

record data

stress cycle

interim
characterisation

increment
stress
trigger

record data

termination?

NO

YES

stop test

3.2.4.3 Positive bias temperature
Figure 4. NBTI test procedure
instability (PBTI)
according to JESD90.
Miniaturisation of electronic components
introduce n-channel MOSFETs with a high-k/metal gate (HKGM) susceptible to
PBTI. When nMOS transistors are biased with a positive gate voltage, PBTI manifests as an increase in threshold voltage. As characterisation of PBTI as a phenomenon is still ongoing, and new gate materials are being researched, standardised testing
methodology for PBTI is still being developed.
Testing guidance presented in this document is based on JEDEC standard “JECED
standard “JESD241 Procedure for Wafer-Level DC Characterization of Bias Temperature Instabilities.” It introduces BTI testing methodology for both PBTI and NBTI,
and in both nMOS and pMOS. Project partners are free to conduct testing with
a method of their choice, as long as the reliability of the testing can be vindicated.
Figure 4 describes the flow of BTI test through constant current threshold voltage
determination. The procedure begins with initial characterisation, followed by stress
biasing, and interim characterisation conducted after the stress cycle. The cumulative
durations of stress cycles follow at least ½ decade time steps in log-log scale.
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select DUT
All measurements are conducted in test
temperature, which will be held within ± 1 °C
initial device
of set temperature. The stress bias conditions
characterisation
will be determined with actual samples,
which will not be used in the NBTI stress
n=1
cycle. The samples being unstressed is essenincremental stress time n = n+1
tial, as previously biased devices may show
significant shift in time-to-target compared
stress cycle for Δt(str,n)
to unstressed devices.
No
Before entering the stress cycle, an initial
interim estimate of
threshold
characterisation is made to ensure DUT
threshold voltage
voltage shift?
meets the requirements of specifications.
Yes
Initial parameters are recorded, and stress
measure parameters
cycle is initiated by biasing DUT. After biasing, interim measurement of characteristics
are recorded and compared to initial measurestop stress
ments. If criteria set for threshold voltage
shift has not been reached or exceeded, DUT Figure 5. BTI test procedure according
will be biased with next stress cycle. For en- to JESD241.
suring the development of degradation,
it can be beneficial to continue to the next stress cycle to verify BTI. Recovery must
be considered when discussing results.

3.2.5 Gate oxide integrity and TDDB

MOS devices have an oxide dielectric between the gate and channel. Eventually the
gate oxide wears out over time, and this is called Time Dependent Dielectric Breakdown (TDDB). With a high enough electric field, traps begin to form in the gate oxide.
At first the traps are separated from each other and do not conduct. Over time further
development of traps cause them to overlap, creating a conductive path from gate to
oxide. Conduction induces heating, which further accelerates trap formation. Eventually a hard breakdown occurs as punch-through.
TDDB is a stochastic process, causing the leakage current to randomly fluctuate
while drifting towards fault as the gate oxide wearout progresses. Elevated temperatures and high energy fields accelerate the process of TDDB, which causes oxide
integrity to become ever more important to consider, when devices dimensions
decrease.
Testing guidance presented in this document is based on JEDEC standard “JESD35A Procedure for the Wafer-Level Testing of Thin Dielectrics”, and “JESD92 Procedure
for Characterizing Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown of Ultra-Thin Gate Dielectrics.” JESD35-A introduces three test procedure for dielectrics: V-Ramp, J-Ramp and
Bounded J-Ramp. JESD92 consists of a constant voltage stress (CVS) procedure for
testing ultra-thin (< 5 nm) gate dielectrics. Testing can be conducted according to any
method, as long as the reliability of the testing can be vindicated.
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initial test
These procedures assess the oxide integrity through producing numerical values
for charge to breakdown (QBD), breakvalid?
end
down voltage (VBD), and the CVS test
also to time-to-breakdown (). The greater
stress test
the value of these, the greater is the oxide
integrity. The sample size must be enough
to obtain a statistically significant result,
post stress test
especially when fitting the results to
Weibull distribution.
failure classification
V-Ramp and J-ramp tests are faster to
perform than Bounded J-Ramp or CVS
data recording
test. V-ramp test gives better resolution at
lower electric field failures, and J-Ramp
provides better resolution at high electric
end
fields. However, with Bounded J-Ramp
and CSV test a significantly better distri- Figure 6. Test procedure for oxide
bution for QBD or time to failure. All integrity.
these tests follow a similar base procedure,
which is presented in Figure 5. All procedures consist of a pre-test, stress test and a
post-stress test. For CVS test, a pre-characterisation test is required before the test
procedure to gather information for setting stress parameters.
While V-Ramp and J-Ramp are generally conducted at room temperature, Bounded
J-Ramp and CVS test can be performed in several temperatures to reach a better view
of TDDB behaviour. If testing is conducted in only one temperature, it should be at
maximum operating voltage temperature, end use conditions considered.
In oxide integrity testing, several failure types can be reached, all of which are to be
reported. The failure type categories are presented in table 2. Ideally only catastrophic failures should be obtained. If other failure types occur, the testing may need adjustment. In addition to table, some subtypes of failures are specified. For J-Ramp and
Bounded J-Ramp, the initial failure is categorised as

• Class A Initial oxide current exceeds failure criteria; “shorted”, or
• Class B Initial oxide voltage is less then with applied.
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For CVS testing the catastrophic failure and non-catastrophic failure type is indicated
in JESD92 by oxide breakdown criterion as follows:
1. compliance or lmeas 10. lprevious
2. current noise, or
3. change in lSILC
Table 2. Failure criteria
Failure categories

Pre-Test

Stress Test

Post-Stress Test

1 Initial failure

Fail

N/A

N/A

Fail

Fail

DUT does not pass initial characterisation.
2 Catastrophic failure

Pass

Oxide breakdown is detected at stress test and post-stress test. Preferred outcome.
3 Masked catastrophic failure

Pass

Pass

Fail

Oxide breakdown is not detected during stress test, but is detected in post-stress test.
4 Non-catastrophic failure

Pass

Fail

Pass

Oxide breakdown is detected during stress test, but not during post-stress test.
5 Other Failures

Pass

Pass

Pass

Oxide breakdown is not detected during stress test or post-stress test.

3.2.5.1 V-Ramp and J-Ramp
In V-Ramp procedure an increasing voltage is applied to DUT until failure occurs,
providing results to obtain QBD and VBD. V-Ramp test is typically conducted at
room temperature (25 ± 5 °C). The procedure begins with a pre-test, where constant
operating voltage Vuse is applied and the DUT is checked for initial failure. If the
DUT is good, a linear or stepped voltage ramp is applied and the current through
oxide is measured constantly or in constant interval, until a breakdown is detected.
The criterium for termination in JESD35 is presented as
• lmeas >10 > lexpect, current through oxide exceeds the breakdown current level
• slope change criteria, the factor of IV curve increases by a factor greater than
previous slope
• V has reached Vmax , which usually indicated faulty testing.
After detecting breakdown, the voltage ramp is stopped and a post-stress test is run
by applying operating voltage as in initial test and compared against it. After this,
the failure is categorised accordingly.
J-Ramp procedure applies an increasing logarithmic current step until failure, providing result for VBD, and QBD is calculated. The pre-test is conducted in two steps:
first the operating voltage is applied and current across the device and the oxide
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measured, second the initial operating current is applied and voltage across the device
is measured. Immediately after passing the pre-test, an increasing logarithmic current
step is applied. Voltage across the oxide is measured continuously or in short constant
intervals. Typically, the J-Ramp is run until the most measured recent oxide voltage
decreases below the previously measured highest voltage by a fraction typically
0.85 – 0.95. Also, reaching or exceeding certain maximum values set for the test may
terminate the ramp, which generally indicates problems in testing.
On post-stress test the parameters of DUT are measured as in pre-test, and the
results compared to categorise the failure type.
3.2.5.2 Bounded J-Ramp (TDDB) and Constant Voltage Stress (CVS)
Bounded J-Ramp is a variation of J-Ramp test, where the current is ramped to a constant value, which is held over the period of test. The termination criteria and failure
types are the same for J-Ramp and Bounded J-Ramp. The current density for the
constant phase of the test can be optimised to gain consistent results and a reasonable
duration – generally 0.1 – 0.5 A/cm2.
The constant voltage stress (CVS) test in JESD92 presents a procedure for determining integrity of ultra-thin gate oxides (< 5 nm). In thin oxides, both hard and soft
breakdowns occur, thus the breakdown can be difficult to detect. The tests are recommended to be performed with several voltages and temperatures to obtain good data
for estimating oxide integrity.
The test procedure requires pre-characterisation of devices to obtain parameters for
CVS stress. The parameters can be set to meet requirement for adequate resolution of
QBD and within reasonable duration of test.
After the characterisation of parameters, the test procedure begins with pre-stress
test to identify initially failure devices. After passing the pre-test, stress biasing is
initiated, and it is held until termination criteria is met. The criteria according to
JESD92 is as follows:
1. hard breakdown: increase in oxide current (compliance or),
2. soft breakdown: increase in current noise, or
3. soft breakdown: increase in low voltage stress-induced leakage current (SILC).
The stress is followed by a post-stress test, where DUT parameters are compared to
results from pre-stress test. After this, the type of failure is categorised. The categorisation of failure types is similar to those of presented in JESD35, while JESD92 categories are with roman numerals I – V. For categories II and IV, the detection method for
oxide breakdown is indicated according to termination criteria used. For example,
type II.2 translates as a catastrophic failure, which was detected by increase in current
noise.
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3.2.6 Metal interconnects: EM, ILD TDDB, SM

Failure in interconnects, be it a short or an open, leads to a catastrophic failure in the
device. The performance of interconnect degrades, as the diffusion of atoms results in
formation of voids, and accumulation of material in metallisation. Electromigration
and stress induced voiding (or stress migration) form a complex relationship, either
accelerating, or occasionally decelerating, each other in the diversity of designs and
end use conditions. Also, the wearout of dielectrics over time affect the reliability of
interconnects.
3.2.6.1 Electromigration (EM) of interconnections
Electromigration is a mass transport phenomenon of metal atoms. Over time a significant number of atoms will be knocked far away from their original position due to
momentum transfer, manifesting as increase in line resistance, shorts, and opens.
Increasing temperature and current densities accelerate electromigration, and due to
complexity of the phenomenon, testing for electromigration is difficult under real
conditions. Upon increasing temperature, electromigration creates a positive loopback with Joule heating, accelerating the degradation of metallisation even more.
Much of testing for electromigration is based on Black’s equation. It is a simple
model to estimate mean time to failure (MTTF) due to electromigration. Because of
its simplicity, the validity for using Black’s equation can be reached, when current and
temperature can be held constant. Along with decreasing dimensions of microelectronics to nanometry scale, the Black’s equation becomes increasingly questionable.
In this document, three JEDEC standards are suggested for electromigration testing. The termination criteria for an electromigration test is generally set to a certain
increment of resistance. Testing can be conducted according to any method, as long
as the reliability of the testing can be vindicated.
“JESD61 Isothermal Electromigration Test Procedure” utilises adjusting stress
current to maintain constant temperature at the tested line to exclude the effect of
Joule heating. The test uses a feedback control to adjust the forcing current to achieve
a constant mean temperature.
“JESD202 Method for Characterizing the Electromigration Failure Time Distribution of Interconnects Under Constant-Current and Temperature Stress” stresses
the equivalent metallisation lines with high current density and high ambient
temperatures, including Joule heating. As all lines are stressed by the same constant
current, joule heating can vary between different lines in a same sample, if their
geometry differs from each other.
“JEP 119 A Procedure for Performing SWEAT” provides guidance to perform
Standard Wafer level Electromigration Accelerated Test SWEAT. In a feedbackcontrolled loop, stress current is adjusted to maintain temperature and current
density to maintain the chosen target time to failure.
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3.2.6.2 Stress Induced Voiding (SIV)
Stress induced voiding SIV, or stress migration SM, is formation of voiding in
electronic interconnections. Its driving force is a thermomechanical stress gradient,
affected by temperature and geometry of the line or via. Stress relaxation in metal over
time leads to diffusion of vacancies, accumulating as growth of voids and increase of
resistance, or even an open, in the line.
Stress voiding is strongly temperature dependent. For copper the temperature
dependency curve is bell-shaped, with its highest values of voiding rates from about
200 °C to 225 °C. As a thermomechanical phenomenon, it is also strongly affected by
geometry of the line or via. Generally, increasing the line width or metal thickness
increases the risk of SIV. As for vias, the smaller they are in size, the higher is the risk
for SIV. Low-k dielectrics are expected to exhibit high voiding rates due to their lesser
ductility compared to copper.
Testing guidance presented in this document is based on JEDEC standard
“JESD214.01 Constant-Temperature Aging Method to Characterize Copper Interconnect Metallization for Stress-Induced Voiding.” It introduces an isothermal method,
where the resistance is monitored during a high-temperature storage test. A SM lifetime model can be extrapolated from median time-to-failure values obtained from
the test. Testing can be conducted according to any method, as long as the reliability
of the testing can be vindicated.
Testing is conducted as a high-temperature storage test in elevated temperature
with minimum of three constant temperatures between 150 °C and 275 °C. Resistances
of lines and vias are monitored at adequate interval. As per the standard, suggested
temperatures can be set to 150 °C, 175 °C, and 225 °C. The failure criterium is set as
a portion of increment in resistance. Median time-to-fail (MTF) is calculated through
test results and used to estimate SM lifetime model for the product.
3.2.6.3 Inter/intra-level dielectric breakdown, ILD TDDB
Time dependent dielectric breakdown testing for inter/intralevel dielectrics follow the
same principle as testing for TDDB in MOSFET gate oxides. Properties of low-k materials differ from copper for their porosity and poor resistance against mechanical
and thermal fatigue.
Testing guidance presented in this document is based on JEDEC publication
“JEP159 A Procedure for the Evaluation of Low-k/Metal Inter/Intra-Level Dielectric
Integrity.” Two tests are presented, Voltage Ramp Dielectric Breakdown (VRBD) test,
and Constant Voltage Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown Stress (CVS) test. Project partners are free to conduct testing with a method of their choice, as long as the
reliability of the testing can be vindicated.
Both tests include a pre-test, stress test, and a post-stress test. The pre-test is conducted to ensure the validity DUT to be tested. During the test, DUT is stressed with
voltage, and current is measured. After breakdown, a post-stress test is conducted to
determine the final state of DUT. Both VRBD and CVS are recommended to be
performed, beginning with VRDB to obtain parameters for successful implementation
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of CVS test. Elevated temperatures can be used to accelerate the test, and it is recommended to perform testing according to the worst case end-use parameters. Weibull
distribution is recommended to be used in analysing the test data.
In VRBD test, after a successful pre-test, a linear or ramped linear voltage is
applied, and the current is measured. When the current meets or exceed the breakdown criteria, the stress is removed, and the post-stress test is performed. Breakdown
has occurred, when one of the criteria is met:
• absolute current level: , or
• slope change: increase of slope of versus curve increases compared to
previously calculated slope.
Parameters for CVS test are obtained from VRDB test for optimisation of stress
parameters to obtain a good resolution in a suitable test duration. Testing is recommended to be performed in at least three different temperatures and voltages. After
a successful pre-test a constant stress voltage is applied to DUT. The current in DUT
is measured until a breakdown is detected, after which a post-stress test is performed.
The breakdown criteria is detecting one of the following:
• a sudden increase in leakage current,
• a sudden decrease in leakage current, or
• monitored leakage current exceeds , which is the calculated failure current.
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4. Failure Analysis
To be able to use the reliability test result to improve the product it is necessary to
understand what caused the part to fail and how it can be prevented. Process on
determining how or why a part has failed is called Failure analysis (FA).
Reliability testing doesn’t always lead to a functional failure, but a failure is defined
as any non-conformance of the device to its electrical and/or visual/mechanical specifications. Reliability testing should always end with a failure analysis which can also
be called reliability analysis or quality assurance, but the process is essentially the
same. It is about finding the possible failure mechanisms affecting the device.

4.1 BASIC DIE-LEVEL FA FLOW
In new product process the first reliability testing and FA should be performed as
early as possible meaning the first FA should be done in die level and it is most timeeffective to perform FA directly on a wafer. Making die-level is challenging due to
today’s integrated circuits being very complex. They are also small sized which makes
it very difficult for example to make reliable electrical connections or to make a good
quality sample preparation for imaging FA methods. Die-level or wafer-level FA
requires the lab to have special equipment as wafer testers and probing stations. It is
much easier to perform the FA in package level.
Failure analysis is a multi-step process of data gathering and analyzing. The overall
process is quite simple and does not depend very much on the device being analyzed.
The steps inside the process on the other hand can be very complex with numerous
different techniques, methods and tools.
Apart from the early-stage phases of the process there is no common or standardized FA flow but it is always somewhat customized according to factors like the device
itself, the application in which it failed, the stresses that the device has undergone
prior to failure, the point of failure, the failure rate, the failure mode, the failure
attributes, and the failure mechanism. FA is also self-directing process with each step
being dependent on the outcome of the previous step so that the understanding of the
failure will increase with each step towards the end when the root cause of the failure
is understood.
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Failure analysis starts with gathering as much information as possible of the failed
device and the factors related to the failure. This is especially significant task when the
device under FA is a filed failure. If the device under FA is still in product development
phase and the failure has occurred during reliability testing all the needed information
is usually already available. The next phase is failure verification using applicable
methods and after that the FA continues with fault localization and physical inspection.

4.2 FAILURE VERIFICATION BY ELECTRICAL TESTING
AND VISUAL INSPECTION
After the failure has occurred during the reliability testing, the failure analysis starts
with failure verification which is done to validate or invalidate the failure and to characterize the failure mode.
There are many techniques and tools that can be used for failure verification but
usually it is done by electrical testing and external visual inspection. If electrical testing
is done during the reliability testing the measurement logfile can be used for failure
verification although the results have to be complemented by bench testing and I/V
curve tracing.
In bench testing various test and measurement equipment is used to excite the
device under test and measure its response. Different test conditions and setups are
needed for different test parameters. First bench testing action in die level FA is to
ensure that the reported failures are not due to measurement contact issues only.
Curve-tracing is the process of analyzing the current-voltage characteristics of an
electrical path using an equipment known as a curve tracer. The objective of curve
tracing is to look for open or shorted pins and pins with abnormal I/V characteristics
(excessive leakage, abnormal breakdown voltages, etc.). Curve-tracing results are
compared to that exhibited by a known good device and failure analysis may then be
focused on circuits involving these anomalous pins. Dynamic curve tracing, where
the unit is powered up while undergoing curve tracing, may be performed if static
curve tracing does not reveal any anomalies.
Microprobing equipment has to be used if bare die is to be tested or some measurements or curve tracing has to be done on an electrical path inside the die where the
measured nodes are not connected to any external pins. If microprobing equipment
or chip testing systems are not available, the die has to be encapsulated to be able to
perform any electrical testing.
Visual inspection using a high-power optical microscope or SEM can also be
performed for failure verification. All markings and visual anomalies on the sample
are noted. These include i.e. discolorations, cracks, scratches, chipouts, contamination, burn marks, EOS/EDS sites, fab defect etc. Visual inspection methods are
described in MIL-STD-883 TM 2010.14 and TM 2017.10
After failure verification the FA continues with methods determined based on the
gathered data during the process so far. The analysis should start with the least
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destructive methods so that the sample is not destroyed and can be further analysed
with other methods.
Some applicable Die-level FA methods are discussed in the following chapters.
4.2.1 Hot Spot Detection

If some major inconsistencies between the I/V characteristics between the samples
and known good units are detected it may be due to the sample having localized heating
on the die. These heat sources are located by hot spot detection techniques.
Hot spot detection is a non-destructive FA technique that is used to detect die
surface areas that exhibit excessive heating indicating high current flow which can be
due to die failures like dielectric shorts or breakdown, metallization shorts, junction
leakages, ionic contamination etc. Hot spot detection can be done by using advanced
thermal imaging systems or by liquid crystal analysis.
Liquid crystal analysis is inexpensive and effective hot spot detection technique.
It consists of dropping liquid crystal on the die surface of a biased device. The liquid
crystal then changes its optical properties due to heat generated by the die. These
changes in liquid crystal optical properties can be seen with a cross-polarized microscope when using polarized light. Hots spots raise the temperature of the liquid crystal,
making it appear black at that spot.
The power required to create a detectable spot is 20 to 30 mW depending on ambient
temperature. If the ambient temperature is increased to a temperature just below the
liquid crystal transition point, 10 to 100 μW may be enough to produce a visible hot
spot.
If the hot spot is not detected even if the electrical test shows that excessive powers
exist it can mean that the power is divided among several sites each too small to detect
or the source of power is too deep in the substrate to heat the surface.
4.2.2 Optical Beam Induced Resistance Change (OBIRCH)

OBIRCH is used to localize metal shorts, active area shorts, shorts in source or drain
wells, gate oxide pin holes and poly shorts. It is also very useful for detecting electromigration effects that occur in open metal gaps. OBIRCH uses laser beam to induce
a thermal change in resistance within a test specimen which then can be detected by
monitoring the input current to the device. The resistance change is very local thus
the fault localization is excellent. The OBIRCH image consists of an overlay of the
circuit image and the detected failure locations.
Both frontside and backside OBIRCH analysis can be done. The analysis requires
electrical connections, that can be done by using probing systems. Encapsulated
devices have to be decapsulated or delidded prior to OBIRCH but the electrical
connections are then easier do make. Decapsulation can be done either by using
chemical etchants, plasma or laser decapsulation systems or mechanical opening
device. The device should remain operative after decapsulation so the decapsulation
method should be selected respectively.
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4.2.3 Light Emission Microscopy, EMMI

Certain integrated circuit failures emit light that can be imaged using light emission
microscopy. This photoemission phenomenon is typically the direct result of recombining electrons and holes, so leakage current is the failure mode in these types of
failures.
Emission microscopy uses a sensitive camera and powerful image intensification
technology to view and capture these optical emissions. The resulting radiation image
is then overlaid with its corresponding die surface image, such that the emission spot
coincides with the precise location of the defect, allowing device analysts to detect and
localize the defects. A typical EMMI photo consists of an overlay of two images: the
circuitry and the emission spots.

Figure 7. A typical EMMI-image with the emission spots superimposed over the circuit
image.
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The detected emissions include but are not limited to the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Junction leakage
Latch-up
Junction avalanche
Oxide current leakage
Substrate damage
Polysilicon filaments
Hot electrons (saturated transistors)
Contact spiking
Dielectric electroluminescence from current flow through SiO2 and SiN.

Account should be taken of the fact that not all abnormal light emissions emanate
from the actual defect site itself. Some defect sites can drive a good transistor to saturation, making it emit light that can easily be misinterpreted as anomalous. Emission
microscopy results should always be complemented by results from other FA techniques such as optical high magnification microscope inspection and microprobing to
prevent inaccurate FA conclusions.
Emission microscopy can be performed from either the font or back of the device.
For traditional encapsulated devices the emission imaging requires decapsulation but
for example Flip Chip and COG devices can often be imaged without decapsulation
and thinning. Decapsulation can be done either by using chemical etchants, plasma
or laser decapsulation systems or mechanical opening device. The device should
remain operative after decapsulation so the decapsulation method should be selected
respectively.

4.3 SAMPLE PREPARATION
If the non-destructive FA methods are not successful in locating failure site some
sample preparation has to be made to look for subsurface failures. By combining
different sample preparation, imaging and sophisticated probing methods it is possible to verify physical failures and measure electrical properties down through the
gate level of the IC.
Sample preparation methods include for example cross-sectioning and surface
delayering.
4.3.1 Cross-Sectioning

Cross-sectioning is a FA technique for exposing a plane of interest in a die for further
analysis. Usually, the preparation of a cross-section is performed using mechanical
means, cutting, sawing, grinding and polishing the sample to obtain a flat crosssection of the plane of interest is ready for inspection with optical microscope or SEM.
This conventional method requires the specimen to be molded inside epoxy to give it
stability during processing.
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Figure 8. Cross-section of a loose wire bond imaged with an optical material microscope.

Making good quality die cross-sectioning with conventional methods is challenging
due to artefacts that are caused by the mechanical abrasing. Samples containing materials with different hardness will be ground uneven, thin layers are becoming rounded, interface materials are mixed. Voids and cracks can be filled with polished materials. In addition, the mechanical grinding and polishing requires the use of liquids
which can be problematic to water-soluble phases.
The problems associated with conventional polishing can be eliminated with the
use of the ion milling technologies.
4.3.1.1 BIB
In broad ion beam milling, BIB, the cross section is done with a beam of heavy ions,
typically Argon bombarding the target material, thereby sputtering atoms from the
target surface. A sample is attached behind a mask plate so that small part stays above
the mask. The ion beam is then directed at the sample so that only the part above the
mask is hit by the ions while the mask protects the rest of the sample. The sample
material is removed without any mechanical stress on the sample. Using BIB does not
require molding or use of fluids and it does not leave artifacts on the surface or fill
cracks and voids with any material.
Processing area for BIB milling is typically up to 1-2 millimeters in diameter.
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4.3.1.2 FIB
Another ion beam milling method is Focused Ion-Beam milling, FIB. In a Focused
Ion-Beam instrument, a beam of heavy ions, typically Ga+, is used to bombard a target
material, thereby sputtering atoms from the target surface.
The FIB is usually combined with scanning electron microscope enabling sample
preparation and SEM-imaging without exchanging the sample. FIB cross-sections are
very site specific. Typical FIB-cross-sections are < 100 μm in length and several
microns in depth.
FIB does not cause any mechanical stress or contaminants to the sample.
FIB can also be used for circuit modification by applying gases that react with the
ion beam to deposit material onto the surface. Both metal tracks and insulated layers
can be deposit.
4.3.2 Die delayering

Die delayering means removing layers of material from the die surface in order to
expose a defect site that is buried underneath the upper layers. Deprocessing can be
performed site selectively as well as globally depending on the nature of the analysis
required.
The delayering techniques includes plasma etching, wet chemical etching, dry reactive ion etching, parallel lapping, ion beam milling and laser delayering. Different
techniques are often used together since removing chemically and physically different
layers require different techniques.
The delayering process starts typically with either plasma or reactive ion etching to
remove the nitride passivation on top of the die surface. The process is then continued
by a series of wet chemical etching steps to remove the rest of the layers.

4.4 VISUAL INSPECTION
Visual inspection is a key FA method in both non-destructive and destructive methods.
It is first done during the failure verification and can be done throughout the process.
Visual inspection can be done using optical microscopes but also electron imaging
techniques are used.
4.4.1 SEM

Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) is used for inspecting topographies of the specimens with a far bigger magnification than with an optical microscope. SEM inspection is used for inspection of die surface. Little sample preparation is needed for SEMinspection. Specimen charging is a problem with SEM imaging, and it can be
prevented by sputter-coating the sample. Coating is considered destructive in a way
that it prevents any further electrical testing.
SEM can be equipped with an EDX-analysator to perform compositional analysis
on specimens.
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4.4.2 TEM

Another electron imaging technique used in die-level FA is Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM). TEM is used for analysing the morphology and crystallographic
structure of the sample. TEM has higher spatial resolution than SEM and it can be
used to inspect features in the range of a few nanometres.
Because the TEM forms the image using the electrons that are transmitted through
the specimen, the TEM samples need to be very thin. The specimen thickness is in the
range of 100nm so extensive sample preparation is usually needed. FIB is usually the
best tool for semiconductor TEM-sample preparation.
TEM can also be equipped with EDX-analysator and nowadays also nanoprobing
instruments are available for both SEM and TEM systems for very accurate die-level
probing.

4.5 SURFACE ANALYSIS
There are several techniques that are used for surface analysis and contamination
detection.
Energy Dispersive X-ray analysis (EDX, EDS,) is technique used for identifying the
elemental composition of the specimen surface. The EDX-analysator is integrated into
a scanning electron microscope and can be easily used during SEM-inspection.
EDX analyses the material composition by using the X-rays that released when the
specimen is bombarded by beam of electron during the SEM image acquisition.
The energy of the released X-ray is element specific so the element can be identified by
measuring the energy, which a direct function of the X-ray penetration depth into the
EDX-detector silicon surface. The EDX analysis output is an EDX-spectrum which is
a plot of how frequently an X-ray is received for each energy.
The output of an EDX analysis is an EDX spectrum with peaks at specific energies,
representing X-rays for the various elements.
EDX is the most widely used surface analysis technique in FA.
Other surface analysis technique used in semiconductor surface analysis include
auger electron spectroscopy (AES), energy spectroscopy chemical analysis (ESCA),
secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS), wavelength dispersive X-ray (WDX) analysis
and electron microprobe (EMP) analysis.
SIMS is the most sensitive of all of these techniques. It can identify all elements,
including the lightest one and it is also capable of directly measuring dopant profiles
in a semiconductor. SIMS is destructive technology as it works by analysing material
that is removed from the specimen by sputtering.
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4.6 ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
After a successful FA there is enough information about the failure to make a conclusion about the cause and the mechanism of the failure. Validity of the FA results
should always be evaluated, and the results of different FA steps and methods must be
consistent.
When the FA is related to reliability testing there should be consistency between
the stress caused by the testing and the FA results. But as the failure is usually an
outcome of several causes there is always a possibility that something unexpected will
reveal and the initial hypotheses of the failure mechanisms has to be adjusted according
to the FA results.
If the FA is evaluated to be valid and causes of the failure is determined it is time to
report the work. FA-report should include all relevant data of the samples and the
used analysis methods as well as the conclusions. After that the actual failure analysis
process is complete.
After the failure analysis is complete it is time to utilize the results by looping the
information back to the design board and manufacturing process.
Failure analysis is a key tool during the whole lifespan of a product. During product
and reliability design phase the results are used to correct the possible design or
manufacturing errors. Besides just determining why a device failed the failure analysis
results can be used to predict when a failure will occur.
Later when the product is in service the possible field failures should be failure
analysed to reveal the possible previously undetected failure mechanisms or changes
in the manufacturing process or in the materials.
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This publication is intended as study material for wafer or die level reliability
testing and electronics failure analysis. The contents are a part of dissemination activities of CHARM project, in which Lapland University of Applied
Sciences is a project partner.
Miniaturisation of electronics leads to new kinds of fault possibilities in
microelectronics. “Guidelines for reliability testing on circuit level” introduces
test methods for ensuring wafer level reliability to support design and
development of electronics. Guidance to failure analysis supports the development process with information of the root cause for failure, and how it can
be prevented.
Challenging environments tolerant Smart systems for IoT and AI (CHARM)
is an ECSEL JU project, where 37 partners from 10 countries develop IoT
solutions to withstand harsh industrial environments. The project partners
develop new condition monitoring technologies, new sensors, novel package
solutions and new connectivity to surroundings, where currently available
technologies are not able to perform. The results of the project aim beyond
state-of-the-art for European value chain of electronics and IoT.
This project has received funding from the ECSEL Joint Undertaking (JU)
under grant agreement No 876362. The JU receives support from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme and
Finland, Austria, Belgium, Czechia, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Netherlands,
Poland, Switzerland.
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